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Oil Patch Bits: DRI and Bowhead to provide risk management course

Disaster Recovery Institute International and UIC’s Bowhead Systems Management LLC have teamed up to provide a risk management course for business continuity professionals and other professionals looking for certification in risk management.

“It was a natural fit to combine Bowhead’s risk management expertise with our business continuity experience and acumen,” says DRI International President Al Berman. “As these disciplines converge within organizations, it is important for practitioners to expand their skill sets accordingly. So, this course and the certifications are exciting and necessary.”

A recent student from a federal agency stated, “Overall, enjoyed the class and instructors. Would definitely recommend to peers and I would take additional, higher level courses.” DRI Senior Director of Operations Traci O’Neal said, “Response to the course has been overwhelmingly positive. It’s great to see the level of excitement around the topic, and the feedback we’re getting just proves how much a course like this was needed.” The next course is scheduled for early August in Anchorage. For more information and to register for the course visit: http://www.bowheadsupport.com/drii/.